Expand Your Horizon with Zero-Footprint Access to Your Enterprise’s Medical Images - at Any Time and From Any Location

Panorama™ is a zero-footprint enterprise viewer that provides clinicians with access to orders, diagnostic-grade medical images and reports stored across the imaging ecosystem. Additionally, Panorama also provides many workflow functions for referrers and specialists, including tailored worklists, universal patient search, side-by-side comparisons and enhanced tools for consultative interpretation.

Easy-to-use and fully-configurable study access controls ensure that only clinicians with the appropriate privileges have access to patient information. Meanwhile, real-time auditing provides ongoing visibility of system and user activity, while Panorama’s secure, embedded instant messenger facilitates patient-centric collaboration across the care continuum.

AT A GLANCE
Zero-footprint, cross-enterprise access to your medical images, at any time from any location

• Diagnostic-grade images
• Highly secure
• Robust and flexible architecture
• Easy to use
• Built for speed
• Quick and easy to deploy
EXPAND YOUR HORIZON

• **Cross-enterprise access.** Enhanced viewer provides clinicians with seamless access to patient images stored across the imaging ecosystem.

• **Diagnostic-grade images.** Provides specialists and other clinicians with access to diagnostic-grade images alongside enhanced tools for consultative interpretation.

• **Images anywhere, anytime.** Available on any device for any user, making it simple for clinicians from different sites to learn and access remotely.

• **Standards-based integration.** Panorama leverages many healthcare IT standards, including clinical (HL7, DICOM), frameworks (IHE) and infrastructure and technology standards (LDAP, RADIUS (SSO), HTTPS, HTML, HTML5, CSS, XML, web services, etc.). IT departments can integrate Panorama with their existing infrastructure and applications without sacrificing clinical workflow.

• **Specialized tools.** The viewer also provides many functions, including tailored worklists, universal patient search, side-by-side comparisons and enhanced tools, so that it can accommodate a diverse multi-disciplinary team.

ZERO-FOOTPRINT

• **Zero-install.** Immediate access to images without having to install any software.

• **Optimized image manipulations.** Using unique technology, clinicians can seamlessly manipulate diagnostic-grade, lossless images, without relying on standard streaming methods, or waiting on server-side rendering. Using a desktop or mobile device, working on-site or remotely over low bandwidth, Panorama ensures that performance is never compromised.

• **Zero-maintenance.** No specialized client software needs to be installed, so there is no software to support or maintain, which eliminates any additional IT overhead.

• **Seamless scalability.** Panorama scales seamlessly to accommodate any number of simultaneous users.

• **Highly secure.** Does not store patient information on users’ devices. Images can no longer be accessed once the clinician closes their web browser or mobile application.

CROSS-ENTERPRISE COLLABORATION

• **Build and support your referrer and specialist network.** Equally accessible by oncology, orthopedics, neurology, surgery, cardiology and other specialty departments, as well as referring physicians, Panorama streamlines diagnostic clinical review workflows.

• **More efficient diagnostic and clinical review workflows.** Highly valuable for health enterprises who have specialists located in various sites, Panorama also ensures that patient images are readily available for remote-consultation, grand rounds, tumor boards and other collaborative functions.